1.. Background {#S1}
==============

Over the past two decades, many elastograpy methods which are based on ultrasound or magnetic resonance imaging have been developed. Magnetic resonance elastography (MRE) has outstanding performance for liver fibrosis staging \[[@ref001], [@ref002]\]. It can quantify tissue elasticity over a relatively large area of the liver. However, MRE is not widely available and the associated cost is relatively high, thus its clinical use is limited. As ultrasonic elasticity imaging is non-invasive, painless, easy to operate and good reproducibility, it is widely used in medical imaging. By using local acoustic radiation force to vibrate the soft tissue and measuring the responses of soft tissue, techniques based on acoustic radiation force can measure mechanical properties of soft tissue noninvasively and quantitatively \[[@ref003]\]. The main methods of elastic imaging include the shear wave elasticity imaging (SWEI) \[[@ref004]\], supersonic shear imaging (SSI) \[[@ref005]\], acoustic radiation force impulse imaging (ARFI) \[[@ref006], [@ref007]\], harmonic motion imaging (HMI) \[[@ref008], [@ref009]\], shearwave dispersion ultrasound vibrometry (SDUV) \[[@ref010]\], and shear wave spectroscopy (SWS) \[[@ref011]\]. At present, among these methods, several methods, such as ARFI and SSI, have been converted to commercial products and used in clinic studies, such as diagnosis of liver diseases.

Nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) is one of the most common liver diseases in many countries. It is clinically important to noninvasively and accurately assess the severity of hepatic steatosis. NAFLD is a complex disorder which accompanies various histologic abnormalities, including hepatic steatosis, inflammation, and fibrosis. Some studies have been conducted to staging liver steatosis using shear wave velocity dispersion \[[@ref012], [@ref013]\]. However, the results of these studies are discrepant when using viscoelastic parameter for staging liver steatosis. The reason for the discrepant results from the previous studies is not clear and it may be caused by many experimental factors, including different techniques, species differences, limited sizes of the species utilized, differences in the shear wave frequencies, and different experimental conditions. Moreover, in clinical or animal model situation, all abnormalities such as steatosis, inflammation and fibrosis may combine with each other and contribute to the change in shear wave dispersion.

Ultrasonic phantom is generally used for calibration of imaging method. Currently, there have been commercial phantoms on the market for ultrasound elastography. The QA049 elastic phantom, which is produced by CIRS Company, is a popular phantom and has been used by many researchers to assess the measurement accuracy of various shear wave elasticity imaging method. However, it can only provide reference value of elastic parameter \[[@ref014]\], and the viscous property of the tissue phantom is not fully studied. Since the biological tissue is a viscoelastic, the propagation of the shear wave shows dispersion characteristic \[[@ref015], [@ref016]\]. Because liver steatosis always presents as different degrees of lipid accumulation, the characterization of the viscosity may vary between livers at the different stages of liver steatosis. The features of the shear wave velocity dispersion are found to be significantly correlated with different lipid percentages when gelatin phantoms are used \[[@ref017], [@ref018]\]. The fat emulsion is made up of soybean oil, medium chain triglycerides, egg lecithin, glycerol, and water for injection. Compared with vegetable oil and animal oil, fat emulsion provides the body's energy and essential fatty acids, and it is one of the parenteral nutrition that can better simulate the human liver features. In daily life, malnutrition to protein deficiency is an important cause of fatty liver, more common in inadequate feeding or digestive disorders and cannot be synthesized apolipoprotein, so that triglycerides accumulation of liver, and the formation of fatty liver. Therefore, to understand the mechanical properties of the phantom of fat emulsion has a great help for the research of fatty liver, cirrhosis. In addition, the temperature of measurement is an important factor that must be considered. Many studies have shown that the complex modulus will change with the measurement temperature \[[@ref019], [@ref020], [@ref021]\]. However, as far as we know, the temperature dependence of viscoelasticity as determined by measuring shear wave dispersion is still poorly studied.

In this paper, we mainly fabricated new viscoelastic phantom which main component is fat emulsion to investigate relationship of the temperature dependent of viscoelasticity in various phantom with different percentages of fat emulsion.

2.. Objective {#S2}
=============

The shear wave generated by local acoustic radiation force can be detected by ultrasonic pulse echo method. The echo signal is received and demodulated to estimate the velocity and displacement of the particle vibration. Then the phase velocity of the shear wave at multiple frequencies can be estimated and the viscoelasticity of the medium can be obtained by fitting the phase velocities at multi frequencies with a given viscoelastic model.

The particle vibration velocity can be estimated from the RF (radio frequency) echo signal through the correlation algorithm \[[@ref022]\]. As the Eq. ([1](#S2.E1)),where $I$ and $Q$ are the in-phase and quadrature component obtained by demodulation of the ultrasonic RF echo signal respectively, is the particle velocity of shear wave, $c$ is the velocity of longitudinal wave, $f_{c}$ is the center frequency of ultrasonic echo signal, $n$ and $n + 1$ represents the index of echo signal in slow time, and $M$ is the window length in the radial direction of the ultrasonic echo signal.

$${\upsilon{(n)}} = {\frac{c}{4\pi f_{c}}{\tan^{- 1}\left( \frac{{\sum\limits_{m = 0}^{M - 1}{Q{(m,n)}{\sum\limits_{m = 0}^{M - 1}{I{(m,{n + 1})}}}}} - {\sum\limits_{m = 0}^{M - 1}{I{(m,n)}{\sum\limits_{m = 0}^{M - 1}{Q{(m,{n + 1})}}}}}}{{\sum\limits_{m = 0}^{M - 1}{I{(m,n)}{\sum\limits_{m = 0}^{M - 1}{I{(m,{n + 1})}}}}} + {\sum\limits_{m = 0}^{M - 1}{Q{(m,n)}{\sum\limits_{m = 0}^{M - 1}{Q{(m,{n + 1})}}}}}} \right)}}$$

After estimating the particle velocity of the vibration, the particle velocity is accumulated in the slow time to obtain the displacement

$$u = {\sum{\nu{(n)}}}$$

The Fourier transform is used to calculate the phases of the vibration time curve at different spatial positions, so that the phase difference between the different spatial positions during the propagation of the shear wave can be calculated.

The phase velocity can be obtained by:

$${c_{s}{(\omega)}} = {{{\omega\Delta z}/\Delta}\phi}$$

Assuming the soft tissue as homogeneous, it can be described by some models, such as the Kelvin-Voigt model, the Maxwell model, or the Zener model. The Kelvin-voigt model is the most commonly used model which is formed by a viscous damper and an elastic spring connected in parallel, as shown in Fig. [1](#thc-26-thc174746-g001){ref-type="fig"}.

Figure 1.Voigt model.

The complex shearing of the Voigt model is shown \[[@ref023]\]:

$${G{(\omega)}} = {G^{\prime} + {iG^{\operatorname{\prime\prime}}}} = {\mu + {i\eta\omega}}$$

Where $G{(\omega)}$ is the complex shear modulus, $G^{\prime}$ is the storage modulus, $G^{\operatorname{\prime\prime}}$ is the loss modulus, $\mu$ and $\eta$ are the shear elastic and shear viscosity coefficient of the Voigt model.

The phase velocity and complex shear modulus are related to \[[@ref023]\]:

$${c_{s}{(\omega)}} = \frac{1}{\Re\left\{ \sqrt{\frac{\rho}{G{(\omega)}}} \right\}}$$

Where $\rho$ is the density, $\Re$ is the Real part, and the Eq. ([4](#S2.E4)) will substitute into the Eq. ([5](#S2.E5)), that the shear wave phase velocity of the Voigt model is

$${c_{s}{(\omega)}} = \sqrt{\frac{2{({\mu^{2} + {\omega^{2}\eta^{2}}})}}{\rho{({\mu + \sqrt{\mu^{2} + {\omega^{2}\eta^{2}}}})}}}$$

Where $c_{s}{(\omega)}$ is the shear wave velocity, $\omega$ is the angular frequency, $\rho$ is the density, $\mu$ and $\eta$ are the shear elasticity and viscosity. Then, Vogit model is adopted to fit, and the shear-wave phase velocity values obtained by the Eq. ([3](#S2.E3)) are substituted into the Eq. ([6](#S2.E6)). Finally, we take the nonlinear fitting method based on least square method to get the elasticity and viscosity values of the phantom.

3.. Methods {#S3}
===========

3.1. Fabrication of viscoelastic phantom {#S3.SS1}
----------------------------------------

The materials used to make the phantoms are shown in Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}, which included fat emulsion, gelatin powder, cellulose, n-propanol, water, active agent, and preservative. Four proportions of fat emulsion phantom tissue models are needed. Medium and Long Chain Fat Emulsion Injection(C6 $\sim$ 24) (Huarui pharmaceutical co. LTD) is used to obtain different proportions of fat emulsions; pigskin powder (Sigma-Aldrich, USA, Type A, 300 Blom); cellulose (Sigma-Aldrich, USA, gelatin powder, diameter 20 $\mu$ m) is to provide the necessary ultrasonic scattering; n-propanol (Shantou, Guangdong, Long Chemical Factory) is used to enhance the sound reflection of ultrasound in soft tissue, the active agent is used as detergent (Li Bai), it is mainly to increase the activity of the emulsions; potassium sorbate (pH 3--5, Ningbo Wang Long Group production)is antiseptic. Firstly, gelatin powder was mixed with hot water (about 70$^{\circ}$C) in a beaker, continuously stirring the gelatin solution in the beaker, and heating the solution to maintain the temperature. Then cellulose, n-propanol, fat emulsion and active agent were mixed with the solution slowly. Finally, four types of phantom were put into a cubic container (15 cm) and stored in the refrigerator.

Table 1Material components of the fabricated viscoelastic phantom of fatty liverPhantom typeFat emulsionPigskin powderCellulosen-propanolWaterActive agentPreservative(%)(%)(%)(%)(%)(%)(%)⟀010177381⟁2010175381⟂4010173381⟃6010171381

3.2. ARFI experiment {#S3.SS2}
--------------------

The experiment was based on verasonics vantage 256 system. The ultrasonic transducer used was L7-4v (Philips Healthcare, Andover, MA) with a center frequency of 5 MHz. Programming on a verasonics system and the B-mode imaging system was integrated with the shear wave measurement system, where it provided accurate coordinates for the shear wave measurement system. In the experiment, when the region of interest was selected, the ultrasonic transducer generated the acoustic radiation force to the center of interest and transmitted the excitation wave. At each emission, a time interval of 300 $\mu$s was needed, and the pulse width was 300 $\mu$s and the center frequency was 4.09 MHz. After that, the transducer was converted to plane wave imaging mode. It was used to detect with the pulse of 5 MHz, 10 kHz pulse repetition frequency, and a 5 ms duration. The system stored the in-phase and quadrature (IQ) data corresponding to the region of interest for subsequent data processing.

In this experiment, four proportions of viscoelastic phantom are made. For each experimental sample, the temperature of the phantom is monitored by means of a contact thermometer (FLUKE 52) after taking out from the refrigerator. The phantom is measured and the IQ data in the region of interest is used for off-line processing.

4.. Results {#S4}
===========

The displacements curves away from the vibration center are displayed in Fig. [2](#thc-26-thc174746-g002){ref-type="fig"}. It can be seen that the amplitudes of the shear wave decrease with the increasing propagation distance of shear wave.

Figure 2.The displacement of phantom at the right 6 channels of the point away from the vibration center 0.888 mm, 1.184 mm, 1.48 mm, 1.776 mm, 2.072 mm, 2.368 mm respectively.

Figure 3.The dispersion characteristics of the four proportions of fat emulsion phantom when the temperature at 16$^{\circ}$C, 19$^{\circ}$C, 22$^{\circ}$C, 25$^{\circ}$C and 28$^{\circ}$C. (a) The shear wave velocity at the temperature of 16$^{\circ}$C. (b) The shear wave velocity at the temperature of 19$^{\circ}$C. (c) The shear wave velocity at the temperature of 22$^{\circ}$C. (d) The shear wave velocity at the temperature of 25$^{\circ}$C. (e) The shear wave velocity at the temperature of 28$^{\circ}$C.

Figure 4.The shear wave phase velocities of the four proportions of fat emulsion phantoms at different temperatures. (a) The shear wave phase velocities of 0% fat emulsion phantom. (b) The shear wave phase velocities of 20% fat emulsion phantom. (c) The shear wave phase velocities of 40% fat emulsion phantom. (d) The shear wave phase velocities of 60% fat emulsion phantom.

To get the amplitude and phase shift of shear wave at each spatial locations, the displacement of each spatial locations were transformed to the k-f domain, using a Fourier transform. The phase velocity at the 100--350 Hz could be calculated. Figure [3](#thc-26-thc174746-g003){ref-type="fig"} shows the dispersion characteristics of the four proportions of phantom when the temperature at 16$^{\circ}$C, 19$^{\circ}$C, 22$^{\circ}$C, 25$^{\circ}$C and 28$^{\circ}$C. It can be seen from the figure, that the shear wave velocities of the 60% fat emulsion phantom have the highest values. And second highest value of the shear wave velocities is the 40% fat emulsion phantom, and then is the 0% fat emulsion phantom. However, the shear wave velocities of 20% fat emulsion phantom are lowest. This shows that the shear wave velocities of viscoelastic phantom will not increase with the addition of the proportion of fat emulsion, but to show a tendency to rise firstly and then fall down. In the proportion of 0% to 20% fat emulsion, the dispersion of the viscoelastic phantom decreases with the increase of the proportion of fat emulsion; in the proportion of 20% to 60% fat emulsion, the dispersion of the viscoelastic phantom increases with the addition of the proportion of fat emulsion.

Overall, adding the fat emulsion can increase the dispersion properties of the viscoelastic phantom. Figure [4](#thc-26-thc174746-g004){ref-type="fig"} shows the shear wave velocity curves obtained by measuring the viscoelastic phantom at different temperatures. It can be seen that, when the temperature increases, the shear wave phase velocity decreases gradually at each frequency, and this change is more significant in the high range of frequency. In addition, it can be seen that, when the frequency increases, the shear wave phase velocity estimation standard deviation also gradually increases. This is because the shear wave gradually decays with the distance increases, resulting in a larger standard deviation of the high-frequency shear wave velocity estimation.

The viscoelastic values corresponding to the data are fitted by the Voigt model. The 20 groups of viscoelastic data are shown in Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}, and the R-squared coefficients are used to represent the degree of fit between estimated value and the data.

Table 2The viscoelasticity of four proportions of phantomsTtemperatureElasticity (kPa)Viscosity(Pa.s)R-squared coefficientsMeanVarianceMeanVariancephantom⟀16$^{\circ}$C1.450.112.930.300.9119$^{\circ}$C1.410.102.530.320.8822$^{\circ}$C1.260.131.630.030.9225$^{\circ}$C1.090.081.490.030.9428$^{\circ}$C1.080.181.100.0290.85phantom⟁16$^{\circ}$C1.210.011.470.050.8919$^{\circ}$C1.201.591.350.080.9422$^{\circ}$C0.980.241.340.110.9225$^{\circ}$C0.960.121.330.030.8328$^{\circ}$C0.950.050.870.040.81phantom⟂16$^{\circ}$C1.600.372.780.290.8419$^{\circ}$C1.580.302.480.120.8522$^{\circ}$C1.400.082.210.040.8225$^{\circ}$C1.380.051.800.010. 8028$^{\circ}$C0.970.131.320.020.85phantom⟃16$^{\circ}$C2.050.172.990.200.8319$^{\circ}$C1.950.182.830.110.8122$^{\circ}$C1.800.132.460.130.7925$^{\circ}$C1.440.222.430.020.8128$^{\circ}$C1.240.082.370.030.82

In Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}, it can be seen that after adding fat emulsion, shear elasticity of the phantom will increase with the increasing concentration of fat emulsion.

The shear elasticity of the phantom will reach a minimum value when the percentage of emulsion is 20% and reach a maximum value when the percentage of fat emulsion is 60%. At the same time, we also see that the elasticity and viscosity of the phantom decreases with the increasing of temperature, which also shows that the temperature has a certain influence on the viscoelastic property of fat emulsion phantom.

5.. Conclusions {#S5}
===============

In this paper, we measure the dispersion properties of the viscoelastic phantom, which simulate the fatty liver of human and study the effect of temperature on the viscoelasticity measurement. The temperature has a great influence on the measured results, and the dispersion curves of the shear wave velocity show different results at different temperatures for each phantom. At the same frequency, with the increase of temperature, the shear wave phase velocity, elastic value, and viscosity decrease gradually. The real cause of the effect of temperature on shear wave phase velocity, elastic value, and viscous value is not yet clear and need to be studied. In this study, we found that proper increase in the ratio of fat emulsion can increase the elastic value and viscosity value. The values of elasticity and viscosity are highest when the concentration of fat emulsion are in the range of 40% to 60%. However, lower and higher levels of fat emulsion may lead to a decrease in viscoelasticity, so further studies need to find the most appropriate concentration of fat emulsion and to obtain a suitable balance, that we can better research the properties of the fatty liver.
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